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We prove that a Tychonoff space X is Oz if and only if every regular closed set is the intersection 
of a countable collection of regular closed neighborhoods. We use this result, together with the 
introduction of a weak normality condition to give necessary and sufficient conditions for PX to 
be Oz. These results extend work of Terada. 
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1. Introduction 
All topological spaces considered here will by Tychonoff. As usual, /3X and OX 
will denote, respectively, the Stone-Tech compactification and the Hewitt realcom- 
pactification of the space X. (For terms not defined in this section, see Section 2 
and subsequent sections.) 
A subset S of a space X is z-embedded in X if every zero-set of S is the restriction 
to S of some zero-set of X, and X is Oz [4, Section 51 (= perfectZy K-normal in the 
sense of kepin [21]) if every open subset of X is z-embedded in X. Equivalently, 
X is Oz if and only if every regular closed subset of X is a zero-set of X [4, 5.11. 
Perfectly normal spaces, extremally disconnected spaces, and dense subspaces of 
Oz-spaces are Oz. In particular, if /3X is Oz, then X is Oz. Moreover, X is Oz if 
and only if uX is Oz [4, 5.3 and 5.41. However, as shown in [27, Corollary21, 
neither j3rW nor /3Q is Oz (see also [8, Theorem 3]), and, in fact, more generally, if 
Y is any dense subspace of [w, then pY is not Oz [7,3]. For an extensive bibliography 
of Oz-spaces, see [5, Section 81. 
* Robert L. Blair died on 18 November 1988 after an extended illness. 
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Terada’s paper [27] is devoted to the question of when PX is Oz. In this present 
paper, we generalize, in one way or another, virtually all of the results of [27]. We 
describe our results in more detail as follows: 
Two of Terada’s results characterize those Oz-spaces X for which PX is Oz as 
those for which every regular closed subset of X has a countable cozero-set base 
for its cozero-set neighborhoods or, alternatively, a countable regular open base for 
its regular open neighborhoods [27, Theorems 1 and 21. In Theorem 6.2, we remove 
the Oz-space hypothesis on X in both of these results, and thus obtain, for arbitrary 
X, necessary and sufficient conditions for PX to be Oz. (Our techniques involve 
the study of certain cardinal functions (in Section 3) and of certain weak normality 
and countable paracompactness conditions (in Section 4).) 
Again, Terada shows, in three separate results, that if /3X is Oz, then (1) boundaries 
of regular closed subsets of X are relatively pseudocompact in X [27, Theorem 31 
and (2) every discrete family of nonextremally disconnected open subsets of X is 
finite [27, Theorem 61; and that, when OX is of countable type, /3X is Oz if and 
only if (3) X is the union of an open extremally disconnected subset and a relatively 
pseudocompact subset [27, Theorem 71. In Theorem 5.2 we show that these condi- 
tions (l), (2), and (3) are, in fact, equivalent (and equivalent to several other 
conditions of interest as well); and in Theorem 6.4 we show exactly what must be 
added to this common condition to produce conditions that are both necessary and 
sufficient for pX to be Oz. 
Terada shows also that if X is either normal or realcompact, then (*) PX is Oz 
if and only if every regular closed subset of X has countable character in X [27, 
Corollary 1 and Theorem 51. In Theorem 6.12 we show that (*) holds for a wide 
class of spaces that includes all normal spaces and all realcompact spaces. 
By way of generalizing the observation above concerning dense subspaces of R, 
we show also (in Proposition 6.9) that if X is any crowded nonpseudocompact 
first-countable space, then PX is not Oz. 
Finally, we note that a number of our definitions and results are valid for regular 
spaces, or even for spaces with no separation at all. Instances of this sort should 
be obvious to the reader, and will therefore receive no further comment. 
We would like to thank the referee for several helpful suggestions and for providing 
two examples. 
2. Definitions and preliminaries 
In this section we give a few definitions and preliminary results needed for the 
rest of the paper. For genera1 background, see [12]. 
We denote by C(X) the set of all real-valued continuous functions on the space 
X. A set of the form Z(f) =f-‘({0}), where f~ C(X), is a zero-set of X. The 
complement of a zero-set of X is a cozero-set of X. A subset A of X is C-embedded 
in X if every f e C(A) has an extension in C(X). 
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A subset A of X is relatively pseudocompact in X if every function in C(X) is 
bounded on A, and X is pseudocompact if X is relatively pseudocompact in itself. 
We shall also say that A is strongly relatively pseudocompact in X if, for every 
cozero-set neighborhood P of A in X, every function in C(P) is bounded on A. 
The next two propositions provide characterizations of relative pseudocompact- 
ness and strong relative pseudocompactness. 
2.6. Proposition. Zf A c X, then the following are equivalent: 
(1) A is relatively pseudocompact in X. 
(2) For every discrete sequence ( U,, : n E w) of open subsets of X, U,, n A = 0 for 
some n E w. 
(3) clpx A c OX. 
(4) cl,,A is compact. 
Proof. (l)*(2). If (2) fails, there is a discrete sequence (U,,: n E w) of open subsets 
of X such that U,, n A # 0 for every n E w. For each n E w, pick x, E U,, n A. Then 
{x,: n E o} is an infinite discrete subset of A that is C-embedded in X, and thus 
(1) fails. 
(2)*(3). If (3) fails, then there exists p E clpxA- OX, and hence there exists 
fEC(pX) such that f(p)=0 and f(q)>0 for every qe:uX. Now g=l/(f IX) is 
unbounded on A, so there is a sequence (x ,,: now) in A with g(x,+,)-g(x,)Zl 
for every n E o. For each n E w, let U, = g-‘(g(x,)-$, g(x,)+i). Then (U,,: n E w) 
is a discrete sequence of open sets in X with U,, n A # 0 for every n E o. 
The implications (3)*(4) and (4)*(l) are clear. 0 
The referee noted that the equivalence of (1) and (3) in Proposition 2.6 was 
proved by Morita in [18]. 
Let A c X. We say that A is well embedded in X if A is completely separated 
from every zero-set of X that is disjoint from A. We also set G,-cl, A = {x E X: every 
G,-set in X that contains x meets A}. (This is the G,-closure of A in X.) 
It is known that OX = Gs-clpx X [12,8.8(b)], and thus a subset A of X is relatively 
pseudocompact in X if and only if clpx A c G,-clp,X (Proposition 2.6). In the 
same vein, the next proposition characterizes strong relative pseudocompactness of 
A by the equality clpx A = G,-clp, A. For completeness, and for comparison with 
other studies of this concept in the literature (under different terminology), we 
include some additional characterizations as well. 
2.7. Proposition. Zf A c X, then the following are equivalent: 
(1) A is strongly relatively pseudocompact in X. 
(2) clpx A = G,-clp, A. 
(3) Zf A c B c X, and zf B is z-embedded in X, then every function in C(B) is 
bounded on A. 
(4) ZffEC(X) withf>O on A, then inf{f(x):xEA}>O. 
(5) A is relatively pseudocompact and well embedded in X. 
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Proof. (l)=+(2). If (2) fails, there exists PE clpxA- G,-clpx A, and hence there 
exists fc C(@X) such thatfs 0, p E Z(f), and Z(f) n A = 0. Let P = X -Z(f) and 
g =f IP. Then P is a cozero-set neighborhood of A in X, l/ge C(P), and l/g is 
unbounded on A. 
(2)+(3). If (3) fails, then there exists B with A c B c X and with B z-embedded 
in X, and there exists f E C(B) with f unbounded on A. For each n E o, set 
Z, = {x E B: If(x)1 2 n}. S’ mce B is z-embedded in PX, we have Z,, = Zk n B for 
some zero-set Zl, in PX. For every n E w, let ZI = n7,,, Zi, and note that 0 # Z,, n 
A c (ni,, Zi) n A c Zz n clpx A. If we set Z* = n,!,, Zz, then, by compactness, 
there exists p E Z* n clpx A. NOW Z*nAc(n,,,Z~)nB=n,,,,Z,,=0. 
Moreover, Z* is a zero-set, and hence a G,-set, in PX, and we conclude that 
p g G,-clpx A. 
(3)+(4). If (4) fails, then there exists f~ C(X) such that .f>O on A and 
inf{f(x): x E A} = 0. Note that A c X-Z(f) and that X -Z(f) is z-embedded in 
X (since it is cozero in X [6,1.1]). If we set g =f )X -Z(f), then l/g E C(X -Z(f)) 
and l/g is unbounded on A. Thus (3) fails. 
(4)+(5). Let f~ C(X) and suppose that f is unbounded on A. Then g= 
l/(1 v Ifl) E C(X), g> 0 on X (and hence on A), and inf{g(x): XE A} =O. This 
contradicts (4), and we conclude that A is relatively pseudocompact in X. Next, let 
h~C(X)withhaOandAnZ(h)=@By(4) we have r = inf{h(x): x E A} > 0, and 
hence h 3 r > 0 on A. It follows that A and Z(h) are completely separated in X, 
and thus A is well embedded in X. 
(5)+( 1). If (1) fails, there is a cozero-set neighborhood P of A in X and an 
f~ C(P) such that f is unbounded on A. Then g = l/(1 v Ifl) E C(P). We also have 
X-P=Z(h) for some hi C(X) with h 30. Define k:X-+R as follows: k=gA h 
on P and k = 0 on Z(h). Then k E C(X). Now to show that (5) fails, we may assume 
that A is well embedded in X. Thus there exists u E C(X) such that u = 0 on A and 
u=lonZ(h).Letu=kvu,andnotethatv~C(X)andv>OonX.Thenl/v~C(X) 
and l/v is unbounded on A. Hence A is not relatively pseudocompact in X, and 
(5) therefore fails. 0 
2.8. Corollary. A z-embedded subset of a space X is strongly relatively pseudocompact 
in X if and only if it is pseudocompact. 
2.9. Corollary. A closed subset of a normal space X is strongly relativelypseudocompact 
in X if and only if it is countably compact. 
2.10. Corollary. A subset of a pseudocompact space X is strongly relativelypseudocom- 
pact in X if and only if it is well embedded in X. 
2.11. Corollary. A subset A of an Oz-space X is strongly relatively pseudocompact in 
X if and only iJ; for every neighborhood U of A in X, every function in C(U) is 
bounded on A. 
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From Propositions 2.7 and 2.1(b), we also have: 
2.12. Corollary. If A is closed in X with bdy, A strongly relatively pseudocompact in 
X, then A is well embedded in X. 
We note that the property of A expressed by Proposition 2.7(4) was introduced 
and studied by Isiwata in [ 14, p. 4561, where it is called simply “property (*)“. (It 
is called “strongly positive” in [28, 18.31; see also [16].) Isiwata notes Corollary 
2.8 with “z-embedded” replaced by “C-embedded” [ 14,3.3]. Corollary 2.10 general- 
izes [14, 1.51. The equivalence (4)e(5) of Proposition 2.7 is implicit in the proof 
of [16, 4.2(5)]; and the equivalence (2)H (4) of Proposition 2.7 shows that the 
condition “rpc” is redundant in [16, 4.2(5b)]. 
3. Some cardinal functions 
We introduce and study some cardinal functions that will be important for the 
rest of the paper. 
Let (X, J3 be a topological space, let A= X, and let 9’ and % be collections of 
subsets of X. We denote by “Ir(A, X) the collection of all neighborhoods of A in 
X, and we define 
x9(A, X) = min{l%[: % = 9 n Y(A, X) and, for every VE Bn “Ir(A, X), 
there is UE% with UC V}+w. 
We then define 
x;(X) = sup{~~(A, X): AE S}. 
In our applications, 9’ will be either 9, coz, RO, or RC, i.e., the collections of all 
open, cozero, regular open, or regular closed subsets of X, respectively. Furthermore, 
% will be either RC or P, the collection of all peripheral subsets of X. (A subset F 
of X is peripheral in X if F = bdy, A for some regular closed subset A of X.) 
For simplicity, and to conform with customary notation for character, we shall 
write simply x(A, X) for x.~(A, X) and x%(X) for x;(X). 
When A is closed in X, we define 
$RC(A,X)=min{l%(: %cRCnZr(A,X) and A=n%}+w 
and 
+;:(X) = s~p{$~~(A, X): A E RC}. 
We omit the routine proofs of 3.1-3.4. 
3.1. Proposition. If A is closed in X, then 
(CIRC(A, X) s min{xRo (A, X), xc”‘(A, X), x(A, X)1, 
and hence 
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3.2. Lemma. If A is regular closed in X, and if bdy, A= G, where G is regular open 
in X, then G u intx A is regular open in X. 
3.3. (a) If A is closed in X, then 
X(bdy, A, X) = max{x(A, X), x(cl,(X -A), X)]. 
(b) If A is regular closed in X, then 
xRo(bdy, A, X) = max{xRo(A, X), xRo(cl,(X - A), X)}. 
(c) If X is Oz, and if A is regular closed in X, then 
$“‘(bdy, A, X) = max{Xcoz(A, X), xcoz(clx (X -A), X)}. 
3.4. Corollary. (a) xR(-(X) = xp(X). 
(b) x%X) =x:“(X). 
(c) IfX is Oz, then x:;(X) =x:‘(X). 
3.5. Proposition. ZfA is closed in X with min{x(A, X), xRo( A, X), xcoz( A, X)} = W, 
then bdy, A is strongly relatively pseudocompact in X. 
Proof. Assume that bdy, A is not strongly relatively pseudocompact in X. By 
Proposition 2.7, there exists p E clpx bdy, A- G,-clp, bdy, A, and thus there exists 
f~ C(pX) with f(p) = 0, Z(f) n bdy, A = 0, and O<f< 1. 
Let (U,,: n E o) be any decreasing sequence of open sets in X such that AC U,, 
for all n E w and A= n,,, cl U,,. Since A is closed in X, we have p E clpx( U,, -A) 
for all n E w. It will suffice to show that ( U,,: n E 0) is not a base for the neighborhoods, 
or for the regular open neighborhoods, or for the cozero-set neighborhoods of A. 
We construct, recursively, a sequence (r,,: n E w) in R and a sequence (x,: n E w) 
in X such that, for every n E w, 
(1) 0 < rn+, <f(x,) < r, S 2-“, 
(2) x, E bdy, A. 
(The recursion is as follows: Set r, = 1 and pick X”E bdy, Anfm’(O, 1). If j E w 
and if (ri: i c j) and (x,: i Gj) have been constructed subject to (1) and (2), pick 
xi+, E bdy, An_T’(O,f(x,) A 2-“+‘I), and then pick r,+, with f(xj+,) < r,+, <f(x,) A 
2~Ci+l) 
.) 
Next, for each n E w, pick s, with r,,,, <s, <f(x,). Then x, E U,, nf-‘(s,, rn) n 
bdy, A, and hence there exist a zero-set Z,, and a cozero-set P, in X such that 
0 # 2, c P,, c cl, P, c U,, nf-‘(s,, r,) -A. 
We show first that 9 = (cl, P,: n E W) is locally finite in X. Clearly 9 is discrete 
in X at every point of int, A, and, since ((s,, r,): n E w) is discrete in (0, 11, 9 is 
also discrete in X at every point of X -Z(f), and hence at every point of bdy, A. 
Moreover, if x& A, then x @ cl, U, for some m E w, and hence X -cl, U,,, is a 
neighborhood of x that meets at most finitely many members of 9. 
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Now since 9 is also a pairwise disjoint closed family, it follows that 9 is discrete 
in X. Hence, by [26, 2.251, 2 = I_),,,, 2, is a zero-set of X. Also, F = cl I_),,,, P,, is 
regular closed in X and A c X - F c X - Z. But, for every n E w, U,, g X - 2 (so 
U,, $ X - F), and thus ( U,,: n E w) is not a base for the neighborhoods, or for the 
regular open neighborhoods, or for the cozero-set neighborhoods of A. 0 
The following proposition will be useful later in determining when /3X is Oz. 
(See [26, 5.21 for a related result.) 
3.6. Proposition. If A is closed in X, then the following are equivalent: 
(1) clpx A is a zero-set of/3X. 
(2) $“‘(A, X) = w. 
Proof. (l)=+(2). By (1) and the compactness of PX, there is a countable cozero-set 
base (P,, : n E w) for the neighborhoods of clpx A in /3X. We show that (X I-I P,, : n E w) 
is a (cozero-set) base for the cozero-set neighborhoods of A in X. 
Let A c P, where P is a cozero-set of X. Since A is a zero-set of X, it follows that 
clpx A n clpx (X - P) = 0, and hence there exists n E w such that P,, c Ex, P Then 
AcXnP,cP 
(2)+( 1). Let (P,,: n E w) be a cozero-set base for the cozero-set neighborhoods 
of A in X. By Proposition 3.5 and Corollary 2.12, A is well embedded in X, and 
hence A and X - P,, are completely separated in X for every n E CO. Then clpx A is 
a zero-set of PX by Proposition 2.5. 0 
Theorem 3.8, while not needed for the sequel, is of some independent interest, 
and does, in fact, generalize a result of Terada (who obtains it for realcompact 
spaces [27, Lemma 51). 
We first note the following simple lemma: 
3.7. Lemma. If A is closed in X, if x(A, X) = w, and if bdyx A is compact, then 
cl,, A is a zero-set of PX. 
Proof. Let ( U,,: n E w) be a base for the neighborhoods of A in X. Since bdy, A is 
compact, bdy, A is completely separated from X - U,, for every n E w. Hence, by 
Proposition 2.1(b), so is A, and it follows from Proposition 2.5 that clpxA is a 
zero-set of PX. 0 
We shall say that a space X is strongly isocompact if every strongly relatively 
pseudocompact closed subset of X is compact. 
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3.8. Theorem. If A is closed in the strongly isocompact space X, and if,~(A, X) = w, 
then clpx A is a zero-set of PX. 
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Proposition 3.5 and Lemma 3.7. 0 
The referee has provided the following example showing that the hypothesis that 
X is strongly isocompact cannot be omitted in Theorem 3.8. Let T, and T2 be two 
copies of the Tychonoff Plank T = ((CO, + 1) x (w + 1)) -{(w,, co)}, and let X be the 
space obtained by joining T, and T2 along the right edge {(w,, n): n E w}. Then 
PX=Xu{(w,, w)}. Let A be the top edge {((Y, w): cy E w,} of TI in X. Then A is 
closed in X and {lJ,,j-c, [0, w,) x {j}: n E o} is a base for the neighborhoods of A 
in X. (If not, then it is easy to construct a cl6sed discrete subset D = {(&, k,): n E w} 
where [,, <w, and k, < k,,, <CO. But D will be a subset of a compact subspace of 
X.) Hence x(A, X) = CO, but A is not a zero-set of X because the extension of any 
function f which is 0 on A must have f((w, , w)) = 0 and hence must be 0 on a tail 
of the top edge of T2. Hence clpx A is not a zero-set of PX. 
3.9. Remarks. In order to put Theorem 3.8 into appropriate perspective, we recall 
that a space X is completely uniformizable (also called “topologically complete”) if 
it admits a compatible complete uniformity, and is isocompact if every countably 
compact closed subset of X is compact. We shall also say that X is hyperisocompact 
if every relatively pseudocompact closed subset of X is compact. Then we have the 
following implications: 
realcompact=+completely uniformizable 
* hyperisocompact+strongly isocompact+isocompact. 
For the first of these implications, see [12, 15.14(a)], and for the second, see [lo, 
3.11. The remaining two are obvious. One can also show that X is hyperisocompact 
if and only if X is isocompact and satisfies “weak property D” (i.e., every infinite 
closed discrete subset of X contains an infinite C-embedded subset of X). (Our 
terminology here follows van Douwen (private communication). Weak property D 
is called the “ss-discrete property” in [15, p. 1471.) We note also that none of the 
implications above can be reversed: 
(1) A discrete space of Ulam-measurable cardinality is completely uniformizable 
but not realcompact [12, p. 2291. 
(2) Every P-space is hyperisocompact [12, 4K.31, and hence any P-space of 
Ulam-non-measurable cardinality that is not realcompact (e.g., [12, 9L]) is an 
example of a hyperisocompact space that is not uniformly complete [12, 15.201. 
(3) The Dieudonne plank [25, p. 1081 can be shown to be strongly isocompact 
but without weak property D (and hence not hyperisocompact). 
(4) The space ly of [ 12,511 is isocompact, pseudocompact, and noncompact (and 
hence not strongly isocompact). 
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4. Mildly normal and mildly countably paracompact spaces 
A space X is mildly countably paracompact if every countable open cover of X 
by regular open sets has a locally finite open refinement; and X is mildly normal if 
any two disjoint regular closed subsets of X can be separated by disjoint open sets. 
(Mildly normal spaces are called “metanormal” in [3, Definition 4.11 and “K- 
normal” in [20], and are studied also in [23, 171.) It is clear that Oz-spaces are 
mildly normal. 
A space that is not mildly normal can be obtained from any nonnormal space X 
by adjoining to each point x E X a sequence of isolated points converging to x. We 
also note that any nonnormal extremally disconnected space is an example of a 
mildly normal space that is not normal. 
The proof of the following result is routine. (The only nontrivial implication is 
(2)*(3), and its proof is analogous to that of Urysohn’s lemma (see [12, 3.131). 
The equivalence (l)e(3) is noted in [17, 3.31 and [23, Theorem 31.) 
4.1. Theorem. For any space X, the following are equivalent: 
(1) X is mildly normal. 
(2) If A and V are, respectively, regular closed and regular open subsets of X, and 
of AC V, then there exists a regular open subset U of X such that AC U c cl U c V. 
(3) Disjoint regular closed subsets of X are completely separated in X. 
(4) Every regular closed subset of X has a zero-set neighborhood base for its regular 
open neighborhoods. 
4.2. Corollary. If X is mildly normal and if A is a regular closed subset of X with 
(CIRo(A, X) = w, then A is a zero-set of X. 
4.3. Proposition. If X is mildly normal, then x:?(X) c xRC(X). 
Proof. Let A be regular closed in X and let (G,: 5 < K) be a neighborhood base 
for A in X. We show that (int cl G,: 5 < K) is a base for the regular open neighbor- 
hoods of A in X. 
Let AC G, where G is regular open. By Theorem 4.1(2), there is a regular open 
setHwithAcHcclHcG.Thereis5<~withAcG~cH.ThenAcintclG~c 
clHcG. 0 
The referee has provided an example showing that the inequality in Proposition 
4.3 can be strict. This example is given following Proposition 6.11. 
Our next result is a “single cover” version of Ishikawa’s characterization of 
countably paracompact spaces (see [ 131 or [ 11,5.2.1]), and the latter characterization 
is an immediate consequence of it. 
By a precise refinement of a cover (U,: CY E I) of X we mean a cover (V,: LY E I) 
of X such that V, c U, for every (Y E I. 
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4.4. Theorem. Zf (U,,: n E w) is an open cover of X, then the following are equivalent: 
(1) (U,,: n E w) has a locally finite open refinement. 
(2) (U,,: n E w) has a precise locally jinite open refinement. 
(3) There is a sequence (F,,: n E w) of closed subsets of X with F,, c lJj_ Uj for 
every n E w, and such that IJ,,, int F,, = X. 
(4) There is a sequence (G,,: n E w) of open subsets of X with G, 3 nj,,(X - U,) 
for every n E w, and such that n,,, cl G, = 0. 
Proof. Let % = (U,: n E w). 
(l)+(2). Let V be a locally finite open refinement of 011. There is a function 
~:V+OJ such that Vc U,,., for every VE “Ir, and then (U 4-‘(n): n E o) is a 
precise locally finite open refinement of %. 
(2)+(3). Let (V, : n E w) be a precise locally finite open refinement of 021. For 
each n E w, let F, = X - LJj, n V,, and note that F,, = LJ,=,, V, c U,,, U,. Moreover, 
if x E X, there is a neighborhood W of x and n E w such that WC F,,, and thus 
xEint F,,. 
(3)+(4). This is obvious. 
(4)+(l). Let V,= U, and, for n > 0, let V, = U,, n nj,, G,. Clearly V,, c U, for 
all n E w. Let x E X and let m E w be the smallest integer such that x E U,,,. If m = 0, 
then XE V,,,; and if m>O, then x~n,,,n,,~(X-U,)cn,,, Gj, and again XE 
V,. Finally, note that x rZ cl G, for some j E w. Then X -cl G, is a neighborhood of 
x such that, for every n >j, (X-cl G,) n V, = 0, and we conclude that ( Vn: n E o) 
is a locally finite open refinement of %. El 
The proofs of Theorems 4.5 and 4.6 use techniques similar to those in [2, Theorems 
3 and 41. 
4.5. Theorem. Zf I,!JEF(X) = w, then X is mildly countably paracompact. 
Proof. Let 021= (U,,: n E w) be a cover of X by regular open sets. We verify that Q 
satisfies Theorem 4.4(4). For every n E w, we have, by hypothesis, X - U,, = 
n ,tw cl H,,j, where each H,j is an open neighborhood of X - U,,. For each n E w, 
set G, =f$,, n,,, H,, and note that n,_ (X- U,)c G,. 
Now consider any x E X. We have x E U,, for some p E w, and then x sz cl HPy for 
some q E w. Let k = max{ p, q}. Then X - cl H,,, is a neighborhood of x with (X - 
cl HP,)nGk=O, and thus xEc1 Gk. 0 
4.6. Theorem. Zf +Eg(X) = w, then X is mildly normal, 
Proof. Let A and B be disjoint regular closed subsets of X. By hypothesis, we have 
A = n,,, cl G,, where (as we may assume) each G,, is a regular open neighborhood 
of A. Then {X -cl G,: n E w} u {X - B} is a countable cover of X by regular open 
sets. By Theorems 4.5 and 4.4, there is a locally finite open cover {V,: n E w} u {V} 
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of X such that V,, c X -cl G, for every n E o and V c X - B. Note that, for every 
HEW, V,,cint(X-G,),socl V,,cclint(X-G,)=X-G,,andhenceAcG,cX- 
cl V,,. Then A c X - IJ,,,,, cl V, = X -cl U,,, V,, and I? c U,,, V,, and thus A and 
B are separated by disjoint open sets. •i 
We can now characterize Oz-spaces as follows: 
4.7. Theorem. For any space, X, the following are equivalent: 
(1) X is Oz. 
(2) G(X) = 0. 
Proof. (l)+(2). Let A be a regular closed subset of X. By (l), A = Z(f) for some 
f E C(X) with f z 0. Then A =nntN cl f -‘([O, l/n)), and thus (CrRC(A, X) = w. 
(2)=3( 1). By Theorem 4.6, X is mildly normal, and clearly I@(X) = w. The 
result then follows from Corollary 4.2. •i 
By Proposition 3.1 and Theorem 4.7, we have: 
4.8. Corollary. If min{,y$(X), ,ycRof(X), xRc(X)} = w, then X is Oz. 
The converse of Corollary 4.8 is false. For example, R is Oz, but if A = 
IJntw[n +i, n + 11, then min{xRo(A, R), $““(A, R), x(A, R)}> w. 
5. Extremally pseudocompact spaces 
Let X be a space. The point x E X is a 2-point of X if there exist disjoint open 
sets U and V in X with x E cl U n cl V. The space X is extremally disconnected at 
x if x is not a 2-point of X (or, equivalently: for every open set U in X, if x E cl U, 
then x E int cl U); and X is extremally disconnected if X is extremally disconnected 
at every x E X (see [9, 1.71). 
We shall say that X is extremally pseudocompact if every discrete family of 
nonextremally disconnected open subsets of X is finite. We shall see in Theorem 
6.4 that in order that /3X be Oz, it is necessary that X be extremally pseudocompact. 
5.1. Remarks. (a) It is clear that extremally disconnected spaces and pseudocompact 
spaces are extremally pseudocompact. On the other hand, in view of Theorem 5.2 
below, if X is extremally disconnected but not pseudocompact and Y is pseudocom- 
pact but not extremally disconnected, then the sum X + Y is extremally pseudocom- 
pact but neither extremally disconnected nor pseudocompact. 
(b) One can show, by standard techniques, that X is extremally pseudocompact 
if and only if every locally finite family of nonextremally disconnected open subsets 
of X is finite. 
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We now characterize extremally pseudocompact spaces as follows: 
5.2. Theorem. For any space X, the following are equivalent: 
(1) X is extremally pseudocompact. 
(2) X is the union of an open extremally disconnected subset and a subset that is 
relatively pseudocompact in X. 
(3) Every peripheral subset of X is relatively pseudocompact in X. 
(4) For every open set U in /3X, (PX - vX) n clpx U c intpx clpx U. 
(5) /3X is extremally disconnected at every point of PX - OX. 
(6) Every discrete C-embedded set of 2-points of X is$nite. 
Proof. (l)*(2). Let E = U {U: U is an extremally disconnected open subset of 
X}, set F = X - E, and note that E is extremally disconnected and open in X. If F 
is not relatively pseudocompact in X, then, by Proposition 2.6, there is a discrete 
sequence (G, : n E w) of open subsets of X such that G, n F # 0 for every n E w. By 
(l), G, is extremally disconnected for some m E w, and we have G, c E = X -F, 
a contradiction. 
(2)+(3). Let X = E u F, with E open and extremally disconnected and with F 
relatively pseudocompact in X. Consider any regular closed subset A of X. It will 
suffice to show that bdy, A c F. If this is not the case, there exists x E E n bdy, A. 
Then x E cl, (E n int, A), and since this latter set is open in E, and hence also in 
X, we have x E cl, (E n intx A) = intx A, a contradiction. 
(3)+(4). Let U be open in PX. By (3), bdy, cl, ( U n X) is relatively pseudocom- 
pact in X, and hence ~1,~ bdy, clx ( U n X) is compact by Proposition 2.6. Then, 
by Proposition 2.3, we have 
bdy,, clpx U = bdy,, clpx ( U n X) = bdy,, (/3X - clpx ( U n X)) 
=bdy,, Ex,(X-cl,(UnX)) 
=clpx bdy,(X-cl,(UnX)) 
= clpx bdy, cl, ( U n X) = cl,, bdy, cl, ( U n X) c vX, 
and hence (PX - vX) n clpx U c intpx clpx U. 
(4)*(5). This implication is clear. 
(5)*(6). If (6) fails, there is a discrete C-embedded set D ={x,: n E w} of 
2-points of X such that x, f x, if n f m. Then, for every n E w, there exist disjoint 
open subsets U,, and V,, of X such that x, E clx U,, n cl, V,,. Moreover, there is a 
pairwise disjoint sequence (G,: n E w) of open subsets of X such that x, E G, for 
every n E w. 
Set U=lJ,,_(U,,nG,)and V=U,,, ( V, n G,), and note that U n V = 0. Now 
since D is C-embedded in X, there exists f E C(vX) with f ID unbounded, and it 
follows that there exists p E clpx D - OX. But clearly p E clpx Exx U n clpx Ex, V 
and Exx U n Ex, V= 0, and thus p is a point of /3X - VX at which PX is not 
extremally disconnected. 
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(6)*(l). If (1) fails, there is an infinite discrete family % of nonextremally 
disconnected open subsets of X. Then, for every U E Q, there exists xU E U such 
that xU is a 2-point of U, and hence also of X. Moreover, {xU: U E 3) is discrete 
and C-embedded in X, and thus (6) fails. 0 
From Theorem 5.2 and Proposition 2.6, we have: 
5.3. Corollary. If X is extremally pseudocompact, and zfA is regular closed in X, then 
cl,, bdy, A is compact. 
6. &U as an Oz-space 
In this final section we characterize those spaces X for which PX is Oz,.and also 
obtain some related results. 
We first observe the following: 
6.1. Proposition. IfX is Oz, then x::(X) =x$(X) = XT(X) =x:“(X). 
Proof. By Corollary 3.4(b) and (c), it suffices to show that ,y’“‘(A, X) =xRo(A, X) 
for every regular closed subset A of X. This follows easily from the fact that, if A 
is regular closed in the Oz-space X, then A is completely separated from the 
complement of every cozero-set neighborhood, and of every regular open neighbor- 
hood, of A. Cl 
6.2. Theorem. For any space X, the following are equivalent: 
(1) /3X is Oz. 
(2) x$(X) = w. 
(3) x::(X) = 0. 
(4) xF(X) = w. 
(5) x;“(x) = w. 
Proof. The equivalence (1) e (2) follows from Propositions 3.6 and 2.2. The implica- 
tions (2)=9(3) and (2)*(4) follow from Corollary 4.8 and Proposition 6.1, and the 
equivalence (3) e (5) follows from Corollary 3.4(b). 
To complete the proof, assume either (4) or (5). Then, using Proposition 3.1, one 
can easily verify that (cl::(X) = w, and hence X is Oz by Theorem 4.6. Then (2) 
holds by Proposition 6.1. 0 
We note that Terada obtains the equivalence of (l), (2), and (3) of Theorem 6.2 
under the additional hypothesis that X is Oz [27, Theorems 1 and 21. 
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We turn next to an entirely different kind of characterization of those spaces X 
for which /3X is Oz. 
We first note the following simple lemma: 
6.3. Lemma. A space X is Oz if and only if every peripheral subset of X is a zero-set 
of x. 
Proof. If X is Oz, and if A is regular closed in X, then bdy A = A n cl(X - A) is 
an intersection of two zero-sets of X and is therefore a zero-set of X. The converse 
follows from Proposition 2.1(a). 0 
If Xc Y, then we say that X is peripherally embedded in Y if every compact 
peripheral zero-set of X is a zero-set of Y. 
6.4. Theorem. For any space X, the following are equivalent: 
(1) PX is Oz. 
(2) X is Oz and extremally pseudocompact, and OX is peripherally embedded in /3X. 
Proof. (l)*(2). Clearly X is Oz. If X is not extremally pseudocompact, there is 
a discrete sequence (G, : n E w) of nonextremally disconnected open subsets of X. 
Then, for every n E w, there exist disjoint open sets U,, and V, in G,, such that 
cl, U,, n cl, V,, f 0. Clearly F = U,,, cl, U,, is regular closed in X, and hence, by 
Proposition 2.2 and (l), clpx F = Z(f) for some f E C(pX). It follows that, for every 
n E w, there exists x, E V, such that 1 f (x,)1 < l/( n + l), and clearly x, .@ F. Then there 
are sequences (Z,,: n E w) and (P,: n E w) of zero-sets and cozero-sets, respectively, 
of X such that x,EZ,,~P,,~(X-F)nV,, for every nEw. Since (P,,:~Eo) is 
discrete in X, it follows that 2 = lJ,,, Z,, is azero-set in X (see [26,2.25]). Moreover, 
F = Z(f IX), and hence clpx F n clpx 2 = 0. But {x,: n E co} has a limit point p E PX, 
and obviously f(p) = 0. Then p E clpx F n clpx 2, a contradiction. 
Finally, if B is any compact peripheral set in OX, then B = bdy,,A for some 
regular closed subset A of uX, and we have, by Corollary 2.4, B = clpx bdy,, A = 
bdy,, clpx A. Hence B is a zero-set in pX by Proposition 2.2 and Lemma 6.3. 
(2)*( 1). Let A be regular closed in PX. It will suffice to show that A is a zero-set 
in PX. By Proposition 2.2, A n X is regular closed in X; and since X is extremally 
pseudocompact, it follows from Corollary 5.3 that 
F = cl,, bdy, (A n X) is compact. (*) 
Moreover, since X is Oz, bdy, (A n X) is a zero-set in X by Lemma 6.3, and hence 
F is a zero-set in UX by [12, 8.8(b)]. Now, by (*), Corollary 2.4, and Proposition 
2.2, we have 
F = clpx bdy, (A n X) = bdy,, clpx (A n X) = bdy,, A. (**) 
From (*) and (**), it is a routine matter to verify that F = bdy”, (A n uX), and thus 
F is peripheral in OX. Hence, by (2), F is a zero-set in PX and so, by Proposition 
2.1(a), A is a zero-set of PX. 0 
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6.5. Remarks. (a) We generalized an argument of Chigogidze [8, Theorem 31 in 
the proof above that X is extremally pseudocompact if /3X is Oz. 
(b) By Theorems 6.4 and 5.2, it follows that if PX is Oz, then PX is extremally 
disconnected at every point of @X - OX. However, it does not follow that the latter 
space is itself extremally disconnected. For example, pN is extremally disconnected, 
and therefore Oz, but /3N -N is not extremally disconnected [12, 6R.11. 
A space X is almost normal if any two disjoint closed subsets of X, one of which 
is regular closed in X, are completely separated in X (see [22, Definition 2.1 and 
Theorem 2.51). 
6.6. Corollary. If /?X is Oz, then VX is almost normal. 
Proof. Let A be regular closed in OX. By Proposition 2.1(b), it will suffice to show 
that bdy,, A is completely separated from every closed subset of uX that is disjoint 
from A, and for this it will suffice to show that bdy,, A is compact. But PX = p ( OX) 
is Oz, and hence uX is extremally pseudocompact by Theorem 6.4. Hence bdy,, A 
is compact by Corollary 5.3. 0 
A space X is of countable type if each compact subset of X is contained in some 
compact subset K of X with x(K, X) = w [l, Ch. III, Section 21. For example, 
Tech-complete spaces are of countable type [l, 3.81. 
It is easy to verify that if X is of countable type, then every compact G&-set in 
X is a G,-set, and hence a zero-set, in PX. In particular, then: 
6.7. Proposition. If X is of countable type, then X is peripherally embedded in PX. 
6.8. Corollary (Terada [27, Theorems 4 and 71). IfuX is of countable type, then the 
following are equivalent: 
(1) /3X is Oz. 
(2) X is Oz and extremally pseudocompact. 
(3) Every peripheral subset of X is a relatively pseudocompact zero-set in X. 
Proof. The equivalence (l)=(2) follows from Proposition 6.7 and Theorem 6.4, 
while (2)e(3) follows from Lemma 6.3 and Theorem 5.2. 0 
We note that in Corollary 6.8, the hypothesis on UX is used only for the implication 
(2)*(1). 
A space X is crowded if no point of X is isolated in X. 
As noted in Section 1, pQ is not Oz [27, Corollary 21 and Y is not Oz for every 
dense subset Y of [w [7, 31. We observe the following more general fact: 
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6.9. Proposition. If X is any crowded nonpseudocompact space that is j&-countable 
at a dense set of points, then PX is not Oz. 
Proof. If X were extremally pseudocompact, then, by Theorem 5.2, X = E u F, 
where E is extremally disconnected and open in X and F is relatively pseudocompact 
in X. Clearly E # 0, and hence there exists x E E with X first-countable at x. Then, 
since x is not isolated in E, x is a %-point of E. This is a contradiction, and it follows 
from Theorem 6.4 that PX is not Oz. 0 
6.10. Examples. In (a), (b), and (c) we show that no one of the hypotheses of (2) 
can be omitted in the proof of (2)_j( 1) of Theorem 6.4, and hence that the hypothesis 
that uX be of countable type cannot be omitted in Corollary 6.8. In (d), (e), and 
(f), we show that no one of the hypotheses of Propositon 6.9 can be omitted. 
(a) In [27, p. 2361, Terada gives an example of a space X that satisfies 
Theorem 5.2(2), and that therefore is extremally pseudocompact. Moreover, X is 
Oz, but pX is not Oz. 
(b) Let X be any compact space that is not Oz (e.g., PR), and note that X is 
extremally pseudocompact and that, trivially, OX is peripherally embedded in /3X. 
(c) R is Oz and u[w = R is peripherally embedded in /3lR (since R is Tech-complete), 
but /?lQ is not Oz. 
(d) Let Y be any crowded nonpseudocompact space (e.g., R), and let X be the 
absolute of Y (see e.g. [29]). Then there exists a perfect irreducible continuous map 
from X onto Y, and therefore X is also crowded and nonpseudocompact. Moreover, 
X is extremally disconnected, and so /?X is extremally disconnected [12, 6M.11 
and therefore Oz. 
(e) The space X = [0, l] is crowded and first countable, but clearly pX = X is Oz. 
(f) The space N is nonpseudocompact and first-countable, and @I is extremally 
disconnected, and hence Oz. 
Finally, we turn to the role played by the condition “x,&X) = w” in the context 
of the present section. We note first that it is a sufficient condition for /3X to be Oz. 
6.11. Proposition. Zf,y&X) = w, then /3X is Oz. 
Proof. By Corollary 4.8, X is Oz and hence mildly normal. Then &F(X) = o by 
Proposition 4.3, and the result follows from Theorem 6.2. 0 
The referee has provided the following example showing that the converse of 
Proposition 6.11 does not hold: Let T be any pseudocompact, noncountably compact 
space (e.g., the Tychonoff plank), and let Y be the absolute of T. Then Y is 
extremally disconnected and pseudocompact [29, p. 3531 but not countably compact. 
Define X = [0, l] x Y. It follows from Glicksberg’s theorem (see [ll, 3.12,20(c)]) 
that /3X = [0, l] x @Y. Now PY is extremally disconnected and hence Oz, and, 
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according to the referee, a proof by Terada that the product of a metric space and 
an Oz-space is Oz appears in [19]. Hence both X and /3X are Oz, and therefore 
x;:(x) = 0. 
To show that x&X) > w, let A = [0, f] x Y. A is regular closed in X. Let % = 
{U,,: n E w} be any countable collection of open sets containing A. Since Y is not 
countably compact, there exists an infinite discrete closed subset {y,: n E w} of Y. 
For each n E w, since ($, y,,) E A, we can find t, E (t, l] such that (t,, y,,) E U,,. Let 
F = {(t,, yn): n E w}. F is closed and disjoint from A, but U,, n F # 0 for each n E w. 
Hence % is not a neighborhood base for A. We conclude that x(A, X) > w. 
We note that Terada characterizes those normal spaces X, and those realcompact 
spaces X, for which PX is Oz as those for which x&X) = w [27, Corollary 1 and 
Theorem 51. What we show next is that a weak normality condition suffices for a 
common generalization of both of these results of Terada. 
We shall say that a space X is barely normal if, for every regular closed zero-set 
A of X and every infinite closed discrete subset D of X that is disjoint from A, 
some infinite subset of D is completely separated from A. 
6.12. Theorem. If X is barely normal, then the following are equivalent: 
(1) /3X is Oz. 
(2) /k(X) = w. 
(3) XP(X) = “. 
Proof. The equivalence (2) ti (3) follows from Corollary 3.4(a). In view of Proposi- 
tion 6.11, we therefore need only prove (1) + (2). Assume, then, that PX is Oz, and 
let A be regular closed in X. By Proposition 2.2, we have cl+.+. A = Z(f) for some 
f~ C(pX) with Offs 1. It will suffice to show that (Xnf-‘([O, l/(n + 1))): n E w) 
is a base for the neighborhoods of A in X. If this is not the case, then there is an 
open neighborhood U of A in X such that X nf-‘([O, l/(n + 1))) g U for every 
n E w. Recursively, there is a sequence {x ,,: n E w} such that, for every n E w, x, E 
X - U and O<S(x,,+i) <f(x,) < l/(n + 1). Then D = {x,: n E w} is easily seen to be 
closed discrete in X. Since X is barely normal and A = X n Z(f) by Proposition 2.2, 
A is completely separated from some infinite subset E of D. Now E has a limit 
point p E PX, and clearly f( p) = 0. But then p E clpx A n clpx E, a contradiction. 0 
Every normal space, and in fact every almost normal space, is obviously barely 
normal. On the other hand, if we let X = (wr + 1) x (w, + 1) -{(w,, co,)}, then X is 
countably compact, and hence barely normal, but X is not almost normal. (The 
closed set w, x {wl} and the regular closed set {((u, p) E X: p 6 (Y G w, and 0 G /3 < w,} 
are not completely separated in X.) 
We note also that, since C-embedded sets are always well embedded [12, 1.181, 
every space with weak property 0, and hence every realcompact, space is barely 
normal (see Remarks 3.9). To see that the converse fails, we again take Y to be a 
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pseudocompact noncountably compact space and let X be the absolute of Y (see 
the example following Proposition 6.11). X is extremally disconnected and hence 
barely normal, but X is pseudocompact and not countably compact and therefore 
does not have weak property D. 
As an immediate consequence of Theorem 6.12, we therefore have: 
6.13. Corollary (Terada [27, Corollary 1 and Theorem 51). ZfX is normal or realcom- 
pact, then the following are equivalent: 
(1) PX is Oz. 
(2) XRC(X) = 6J. 
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